This note brings attention to a neo-Latin ode in Alcaic stanzas entitled ‘In Roscias nostras, seu Histriones Feminas’ (‘On Our Roscias, or Female Actors’), which was written by the Cambridge classical scholar James Duport before 1676. A translation and commentary on the poem provide access for the first time to this learned reaction to the new cultural phenomenon in the Restoration of the professional actress.

The introduction of women as professional actors marked a major difference between the theatrical culture of the Restoration and that of the playhouses that flourished before the civil wars. Yet the ubiquity of this practice did not ensure universal acceptance. Attitudes similar to those of William Prynne, whose attack on actresses as ‘notorious whores’ in Histriomastix (1632) was interpreted as a slight against Henrietta Maria, leading to the punitive amputation of his ears, persisted over the intervening decades, and Restoration actresses often found themselves subjected to various forms of harassment and violence.¹

An interesting contemporary comment on Restoration actresses that has hitherto escaped the attention of theatre historians comes in the form of a neo-Latin ode in Alcaic stanzas written by the Cambridge don James Duport.² An accomplished classical scholar, Duport published a Homeric paraphrase of Job that helped him earn the regius professorship of Greek in 1639, which he held until 1654. He taught as a fellow of Trinity College, his alma mater, for some thirty years and delivered a series of lectures on Theophrastus during the civil wars that appeared posthumously in Peter Needham’s 1712 edition of that author. In 1668 Duport ascended to the mastership of Magdalene College, a position that he held until his death in 1679, also serving a term as vice-chancellor of the university in 1669–70. In 1676 the university printer published a weighty collection of his Latin verse, predominantly epigrammatic in nature, under the title
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Musae Subsecivae, seu Poetica Stromata, among the contents of which is the short poem ‘In Roscias nostras, seu Histriones Feminas’ (‘On Our Roscias, or Female Actors’). Duport’s Alcaics on actresses, which I shall translate and comment on here, offer a unique but telling perspective on this new cultural phenomenon, and show how a cloistered don reacted to the women of the urban theatre with an unusually erudite misogyny.

The title of Duport’s poem, in what is no doubt meant to be an absurd comparison, refers to ‘our Roscias’, after the famous Roman actor Quintus Roscius. The choice of Alcaics, which owes its name to the contemporary of Sappho who constituted one of the nine Greek lyric poets of the Alexandrian canon, positions the poem in the tradition of the Carmina [Odes] of Horace, which frequently make use of this metrical form. The seven stanzas that comprise Duport’s ode appear in Musae Subsecivae as follows:

Nec femininum nomen hypocrita,
Nec histrio, si Grammaticae fides,
   Et Prisciano; nempe solos
   Esse viros decet histriones.
Hos tantum habebant pristina secula,
Dum castitas salva, atque modestia,
   Nec liquerat iam Astraea terras
   Virgineamve rubedo frontem.
Virtutis at nunc cum color exulat,
Et femininum depuduit genus,
   Viris remistus sexus alter
   Occupat en hodie theatrum.
Herodis, Heinsi, non aliter tui
Scenam Megaera et Tisiphone decent,
   Micatque drama Christianum
   Eumenidum facibus profanis.
Pars facta ludi femina Comici,
Sese ipsa ludos iam facit: Anglico
  Ἐκκλησιαζοὺσας theatro
   Ergo et Aristophanes dedisti?
Quousque frontem at, Roscia, perfricas?
Tandem pudor sit, nequitiæ et modus:
   Relinque scenam, pone soccos,
   Pone, tibi male congruentes.
Silere discas, et sapere audeas,
Et erubescas te dare publico.
Sin dramatis pars esse pergas,
Non nisi κωφὸν agas πρόσωπον. 3

[Player is not a name for women, nor is actor, if there be credit in grammar and in Priscian; surely it is proper that only men be actors. Former times had them as long as chastity was safe, and modesty, nor had Astraea yet departed from the earth or blush from the virgin’s face. Yet now, when virtue’s hue goes into exile and the race of women goes shameless, behold the other sex, mingled with men, today occupies the theatre. Megaera and Tisiphone adorn the stage of the Herod of Heinsius, not differently from yours, and the drama trembles with the profane torches of Christian Furies. Woman has been made part of a comic play, now she makes a spectacle of herself: have you therefore, Aristophanes, also produced the Assemblywomen for the English theatre? Yet for how long, Roscia, do you lay aside all sense of shame? Let there be, at last be shame for sin, and moderation: leave the stage, put away the socks, as they fit you poorly. You should learn to be quiet, and dare to be prudent, and blush to present yourself in public. But if you insist on being part of the drama, do not play a role unless it is a silent one.]

Quite fittingly for a classical scholar, Duport’s first objection is philological. Neither the Greek-derived hypocrita [player] nor the native Latin histrio [actor] can rightly be applied to women, both nouns being masculine: to use these words otherwise would be an offense to grammar and to the authority of the late Roman grammarian Priscian, whose Institutiones Grammaticae includes an extensive discussion of Latin gender. 4 Actresses may have been an appropriate adornment of the stage in more chaste and modest times, before Astraea’s departure from the earth, but their appearance now occasions vice. The fourth stanza alludes to the controversy concerning the Dutch classical scholar Daniel Heinsius’s neo-Latin tragedy Herodes Infanticida (1632) some decades earlier, when critics Jean-Louis Guez de Balzac and Claudius Salmasius had castigated the author for profaning his biblical drama with the presence of the pagan furies Alecto, Megaera, and Tisiphone. 5 Actresses, Duport argues, are similarly injurious to dramatic decorum.

Accusations of indecorum give way to simple mockery: the women on stage are making a spectacle of themselves. Duport wonders whether Aristophanes has presented his Ekklesiazousai or Assemblywomen — a play in which the women of
Athens take control of the government — on the English stage. Here, as throughout the ode, the classics present the paradigm by which the scholar attempts to understand the theatre. But this reference is also significant in that it hints at what may have been the experience of playgoing, or perhaps only a report of it, that prompted the composition of the poem. For Duport may well be describing a production of Edward Howard’s Restoration comedy *The Six Days Adventure, or, The New Utopia*, which like the *Ekklesiazousai* of Aristophanes depicts a government of women.⁶

The first recorded performance of *The Six Days Adventure* dates to 6 March 1671 at Lincoln’s Inn Fields Playhouse, featuring the Duke’s Company actresses Mary Saunderson Betterton, Anne Shadwell (née Gibbs), Jane Long, Mary Lee (née Aldridge), and Elinor Dixon (later Lee) in the named female roles, and the text was published the same year. *The New Utopia* was a total flop: the jeers of the audience were so persistent as to prevent the players from properly executing their roles, such that one of the commendatory — perhaps better to say consolatory — epigrams to the author at the front of the book is entitled ‘On the Miscarriage of his Play in Acting’. (Another, notably, was contributed by Aphra Behn.) In his highly defensive preface Howard remarks on ‘the disturbance of the Actors in the Representation of this Play’, with the result that the audience ‘could not with any quiet give their attention to the Action’, conceding that ‘it could not be other than imperfectly perform’d by the Actors, who finding the Play abusively treated, were apt enough to neglect that diligence required to their parts’.⁷ *The New Utopia* must have been a poor showcase for the talents of its players, male and female alike, and Duport’s verses could be seen as offering a learned parallel to the scorn of the disgruntled crowd of spectators. But whether Duport was in fact responding to this specific play or not, the contrast between such different appropriations of the Aristophanic theme is instructive.

Duport’s Latin ode closes with a flourish of Greek that nevertheless encodes a most vernacular patriarchal sentiment. Commanding one Roscia to leave the stage and remove her socci, the footwear of comedy, Duport advises her to keep quiet: Horace’s sapere aude [dare to know], which Kant would later claim as the motto of the Enlightenment, is here appropriated as an injunction to learn one’s place as a woman.⁹ If Roscia must be part of the drama, she should only take on a role (πρόσωπον) that is mute or unspeaking (κωφὸν). If this was once epigrammatic wit, its humour is lost on us now. But what Duport’s Alcaics do present is a fascinating record of a major Cambridge scholar’s reaction to the new actresses of the London theatre, one that brings to bear on its theme an uncommon erudition in the service of a much more common prejudice.
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